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 n Free trade is essential to increas-
ing prosperity and improving 
human welfare. When markets 
are open to more producers and 
consumers, competition provides 
people with more choices and 
better products at lower prices—
benefitting everyone involved.

 n The United States has increased 
coal exports substantially over the 
past six years, and due to signifi-
cant increases in domestic oil and 
natural gas production, producers 
are seeking to export their prod-
ucts to foreign markets.

 n Allowing energy exports would 
provide a huge boon to the 
American economy, creating 
jobs, expanding the economy, 
and strengthening relationships 
with global trading partners and 
important allies.

 n Free trade in energy bolsters 
national security by increasing 
supply diversity and providing 
choices for allies; it will have ben-
eficial geopolitical implications for 
every region of the world.

Abstract
America has an abundance of natural resources, including sufficient en-
ergy reserves to provide Americans with affordable and reliable energy 
well into the future. With its plentiful reserves of coal, natural gas, and 
oil, the United States is already a global leader in energy production 
and has the potential to be a major supplier to the rest of the world. As 
is the case for many other countries around the world, the United States 
benefits from free trade because of private property rights. Individu-
als, in large part, have owned and had the ability to produce America’s 
natural resources—which is a primary reason why the U.S. is a global 
energy leader. Individuals extract and sell the energy sources, and the 
market—not Washington, D.C.—should determine where it goes. Al-
lowing U.S. energy exports would provide a huge boon to the American 
economy, creating jobs, expanding the economy, and strengthening re-
lationships with global trading partners and important allies.

Given its abundance of natural resources and the recent growth 
in domestic energy production, the United States is in a posi-

tion to export far more energy than American trade laws currently 
allow. Free trade is imperative to a free society, as it fosters economic 
growth and improves human well-being. Policymakers should treat 
energy like any other good or service that is traded freely around the 
world by allowing U.S. producers to export more energy. Providing 
more energy choices to both producers and consumers will gener-
ate jobs, expand the economy, and provide important geopolitical 
benefits to the rest of the world by increasing global energy sup-
plies and reducing the ability of any one nation or organization to 
use its control of energy resources for strategic purposes. congress 
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and the Administration should remove government-
imposed barriers to energy exports.

America’s Abundance  
of Natural Resources

America has an abundance of natural resources, 
including sufficient energy reserves to provide Amer-
icans with affordable and reliable energy well into 
the future. With its plentiful reserves of coal, natu-
ral gas, and oil, the United States is already a global 
leader in energy production and has the potential to 
be a major supplier to the rest of the world.

As a result of innovative, safe, advanced drilling 
technologies, domestic oil production has skyrock-
eted. In January 2006, companies in the U.S. sup-
plied just over 5 million barrels of oil per day to the 
global market.1 In June 2015, producers contributed 
nearly 9.3 million barrels per day (bpd).2 In 2012, 
the amount of oil produced in the U.S. surpassed the 
amount that it imports.3 the United States is now 
not only the world’s largest oil producer, overtaking 
Saudi Arabia, but also the largest producer of petro-
leum and natural gas hydrocarbons.4

Nearly 1.3 trillion barrels of technically recover-
able oil lie beneath U.S. soil and off America’s coasts—
enough to fuel more than 90 million cars and nearly 
3.5 million homes for more than 50 years.5 America’s 
technically recoverable resources represent only a 
fraction of the total oil reserves, which amount to 
more than 3.7 trillion barrels.6 the U.S. alone has 
more than five times the amount of recoverable oil 

than Saudi Arabia.7 Proven reserves continue to add 
to this known wealth of oil as increased exploration 
and technological developments make recoverable 
oil more viable.

the U.S. also holds an abundance of coal and nat-
ural gas. coal generates nearly 40 percent of Ameri-
ca’s electricity generation. Just 1 million tons of coal 
could yield enough energy to power 190,000 homes 
annually. With more than 480 billion short tons of 
coal recoverable with today’s technology, the United 
States can provide electricity for over 500 years at 
current consumption rates.

Furthermore, technological advancements have 
significantly increased the amount of recoverable 
natural gas in the United States. With more than 
2,200 trillion cubic feet of recoverable natural gas, 
the U.S. has enough natural gas to meet America’s 
current consumption needs for nearly a century.

Oil in the Global Market. both crude oil and 
gas prices at the pump8 in the United States are tied 
to the global market price, as oil is a globally traded 
commodity. the reference price for crude oil trading 
is set through benchmarks, the three main bench-
marks being West texas Intermediate (WtI), brent 
crude, and Dubai crude. A large part of the reason 
why many different benchmarks exist is that differ-
ent qualities of crude exist in the market. extract-
ing a barrel of oil in texas is not the same as a barrel 
extracted from Saudi Arabia. crude can range from 
very light to very heavy, depending on its density,9 
and sweet to sour, depending on its sulfur content.10 

1. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Monthly Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production,” August 31, 2015,  
http://www.eia.gov/petroleum/production/ (accessed September 10, 2015).

2. Ibid.

3. U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2014: Early Release Overview, December 16, 2013, Table 1. “Comparison of 
projections in the AEO2014 and AEO2013 Reference cases, 2011–2040,”  
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/er/pdf/0383er%282014%29.pdf (accessed September 30, 2015).

4. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “U.S. Remained World’s Largest Producer of Petroleum and Natural Gas Hydrocarbons in 2014,”  
April 7, 2015, http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=20692 (accessed September 10, 2015).

5. Energy Tomorrow, “Undiscovered Technically Recoverable Resources,”  
http://energytomorrow.org/energy-101/energy-demands/undiscovered-technically-recoverable-resources (accessed September 30, 2015).

6. Institute for Energy Research, “North American Energy Inventory,” December 2011,  
http://www.energyforamerica.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Energy-InventoryFINAL.pdf (accessed September 30, 2015).

7. Ibid.

8. Spot gasoline prices are linked to the world price, but several factors cause differences, such as refinery configuration and regulations, federal 
and state taxes, inventories, and weather.

9. The American Petroleum Institute gravity (API gravity) is a formula used to measure petroleum’s density to water.

10. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Today in Energy: Crude Oils Have Different Quality Characteristics,” July 16, 2012,  
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=7110 (accessed April 21, 2014).

http://energytomorrow.org/energy-101/energy-demands/undiscovered-technically-recoverable-resources
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Light, sweeter crudes sell at a premium compared 
to heavy, sour crudes because refiners can process 
them more cheaply.

While different grades of crude oil exist, it is 
largely a fungible product. However, market and 
government-imposed constraints, such as the crude 
oil ban or transportation limitations, can fragment 
the market. For instance, WtI and brent crude 
have historically priced closely to one another with 
the difference stemming mostly from transporta-
tion costs, but the spread has grown between the 
two benchmarks over the past few years. the com-
bination of a Libyan supply disruption that affected 
the brent benchmark and the dramatic increase in 
U.S. production caused a buildup of inventories and 
a bottleneck in cushing, Oklahoma, where WtI is 
priced, which resulted in WtI trading as low as $23 
below brent in February 2013.11 Additional pipeline 
infrastructure and increased rail deliveries of crude 
helped relieve that bottleneck and narrow the price 
differential to around $3 today.12 Opening exports 
would allow U.S. companies to compete in the inter-
national markets where similar crudes have higher 
prices. the overall increase in global supply would 

reduce the price of brent and decrease the price at 
the pump.

because of the interconnectedness of the oil 
markets, the U.S.—whether as a net importer or net 
exporter—will not be able to insulate Americans 
from price volatility. Just as U.S. self-sufficiency in 
food production cannot prevent problems in other 
parts of the world from affecting domestic U.S. food 
prices, a supply disruption in another part of the 
world can still cause pain at the pump in America. 
Greater oil supplies on the global market, howev-
er, will help to insulate consumers from price vola-
tility and supply disruptions. the liberalization of 
markets provides more energy diversity and choice, 
incentivizes production, generates innovation, and 
establishes competitive prices.

the free flow of crude oil would also better 
match global refining capabilities, resulting in more 
economically and environmentally efficient out-
comes. the shale oil production occurring in the 
United States produces light sweet crude; in fact, 
light crude production increased by 3 million bpd 
between 2008 and 2013. this rise has increased the 
share of light crude from 50 percent to more than 

11. Ingrid Pan, “Why the WTI-Brent Oil Spread Traded Below $4 Per Barrel,” Market Realist, April 15, 2014,  
http://marketrealist.com/2014/04/wti-brent-oil-spread-traded-4-per-barrel/ (accessed September 10, 2015).

12. “Energy and Oil: Crude Oil & Natural Gas,” Bloomberg, http://www.bloomberg.com/energy (accessed September 10, 2015).
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70 percent in terms of total oil production.13 there 
has also been a substantial increase in ultra-light 
hydrocarbon known as “lease condensate.” refiners 
across the country are equipped to process a range 
of crudes, which presents challenges given the glut 
of light crude production. Gulf coast refineries are 
set up largely to handle medium and heavy crudes 
from Venezuela, Mexico, canada, and the Middle 
east. For the past 20 years, well before the onslaught 
of light crude production in the U.S., companies, pri-
marily in the Gulf coast region, invested $100 bil-
lion in refining capabilities to handle heavier crude 
imports.14

refineries that are already set up to process light 
crude have almost entirely reduced their imports 
from West African countries that extract similar 
grades of oil, and a number of companies have made 
investments to handle more light crude.15 Over the 
past four years, light oil imports decreased by two-
thirds.16 In addition to displacing light crudes, refin-
ers have switched from medium and heavy to light 
when economical, and have expanded refining capa-
bilities to process more light crudes.

However, these shifts have constraints17 and are 
unlikely to keep up with American crude produc-
tion; if the refining market is saturated, oil compa-
nies will stall or shut in production. In some areas of 
the country, this is already occurring. the discour-
agement of production brought on by an artificially 
restricted market will decrease global supplies of oil, 
and keep prices higher than they otherwise would 
be. On the other hand, allowing crude oil exports to 
flow freely to where markets can already process the 
crude would increase supply and increase overall 

market efficiency. there will always be lags in infra-
structure buildup, but reducing artificial constraints 
will minimize those lags and allow better planning 
and improved efficiency for mid-stream (transporta-
tion) and downstream (processing) activities.

13. Roger Diwan, “The Unbearable Lightness of US Crudes: When Will the Levee Break?” presentation at “Crude Oil Exports: Market Drivers and 
Near-Term Implications,” event at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, video, February 10, 2014,  
http://csis.org/multimedia/video-crude-oil-exports (accessed April 21, 2014).

14. Jim Efstathiou Jr., “Oil Supply Surge Brings Calls to Ease U.S. Export Ban,” Bloomberg, December 17, 2014,  
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-12-17/oil-supply-surge-brings-calls-to-ease-u-s-export-ban.html (accessed April 21, 2014).

15. Clifford Krauss, “Domestic Crude Oil Drives a Cautious Refining Revival,” The New York Times, March 3, 2014,  
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/04/business/energy-environment/oil-boom-is-driving-a-revival-in-refining.html?_r=0  
(accessed April 21, 2014).

16. ICF International, “The Impacts of U.S. Crude Oil  Exports on Domestic Crude Production, GDP, Employment, Trade, and Consumer Costs,” 
submitted to the American Petroleum Institute, March 31, 2014, http://www.api.org/news-and-media/news/newsitems/2014/mar-2014/~/
media/Files/Policy/LNG-Exports/LNG-primer/API-Crude-Exports-Study-by-ICF-3-31-2014.pdf (accessed April 21, 2014), and Energy 
Information Administration, “Tight Oil-Driven Production Growth Reduces Need for U.S. Oil Imports,” April 7, 2014,  
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=15731 (accessed April 21, 2014).

17. Since many refineries are set up to handle medium and heavy crudes, so long as these crudes are available, refiners will likely stay equipped 
to handle them. Further, some refineries are co-owned with foreign-owned companies and have destination clauses which will also curtail 
displacement. See Diwan, “The Unbearable Lightness of US Crudes.”
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Sour) from World to Total U.S.,” http://www.eia.gov/beta/
petroleum/imports/browser/#/?chartindexed=0&e=2014&f=
a&g=o&gg=t&s=2009&v=l&vs=PET_IMPORTS.WORLD-US-
O.A (accessed September 28, 2015). 
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Energy Sources Not Different, but Treated 
So. Natural resources should be no different from 
wheat, corn, or any other good that U.S. compa-
nies trade around the world, yet the law treats it 
differently. congress enacted the laws primarily 
restricting crude oil exports—the energy Policy and 
conservation Act of 1975 and the export Adminis-
tration Act of 197918—in response to the 1973 Arab oil 
embargo.19 refined petroleum products are not sub-
ject to export restrictions and, consequently, have 
increased dramatically.

the Department of commerce’s bureau of Indus-
try and Security (bIS) outlines the scenarios in 
which the agency will approve license applications 
for exporting crude oil. currently, companies have 
significantly limited opportunities for exporting 
crude oil. Under its Short Supply control regula-
tions, the bIS automatically grants export licenses 
to crude oil produced in Alaska’s cook Inlet, crude 
transported through the trans-Alaska Pipeline, 
re-exported crude from foreign nations, exports in 
connection with refining or exchanging Strategic 
Petroleum reserve oil, exports consistent with cer-
tain international agreements, and small amounts 
of heavy californian crude. Additionally, companies 
can export American crude oil to canada so long as 
the consumption occurs in canada. the industry 
has been taking advantage of this as exports of crude 
to canada increased tenfold over the past decade, 
from 30,000 bpd in 2005 all the way up to 331,000 
bpd in 2014.20 the bIS will review other applications 
on a case-by-case basis.

the bIS recently approved a U.S. crude oil swap 
with Mexico—another tool that the federal govern-
ment can employ to exempt companies from the 
crude oil ban. Mexico’s state-owned oil company 
Pemex applied to swap 100,000 bpd of heavier Mexi-
can crude oil for the light sweet crude oil produced in 

the U.S. in January 2015. the bIS approved the swap 
in August 2015; the export licenses will be valid for 
one year. As the Obama Administration’s energy 
Information Administration points out, the swap 
will provide increased market efficiency, benefiting 
both the economy and the environment:

18. Although the Export Administration Act of 1979 expired, Administrations have used the International Emergency Economic Powers Act 
(IEEPA) to extend export restrictions. In 2001, President George W. Bush issued Executive Order 13222, which continued export control 
regulations. For more information, see “Presidential Documents–Executive Order 13222: Continuation of Export Control Regulations,”  
Federal Register, Vol. 66, No. 163 (August 22, 2001), p. 44025, http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2001-08-22/pdf/01-21338.pdf  
(accessed October 1, 2015).

19. Neelesh Nerurkar, “U.S. Oil Imports and Exports,” Congressional Research Service, April 4, 2012, http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42465.pdf 
(accessed April 21, 2014), and Bureau of Land Management, “Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as Amended,”  
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/ut/vernal_fo/lands___minerals.Par.6287.File.dat/MineralLeasingAct1920.pdf  
(accessed April 21, 2014).

20. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Petroleum & Other Liquids: U.S. Exports to Canada of Crude Oil,” August 31, 2015,  
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=MCREXCA2&f=A (accessed September 10, 2015).
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LeafHandler.ashx?n=pet&s=mttexus2&f=a (accessed 
September 30, 2015). 

Laws dating back to the 1970s place strict 
restrictions on crude oil exports. Companies 
can, however, export American crude oil to 
Canada. The industry has been taking 
advantage of this, as well as of the ability to 
export refined petroleum products.  
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the swaps, which are provided for under long-
standing regulations governing U.S. crude oil 
exports, are expected to be both economically 
and environmentally beneficial to both parties 
because of differences in crude oil qualities as 
well as differences in each country’s petroleum 
refineries. the swaps will allow a greater degree 
of operational efficiency in both Mexico and 
the United States while allowing for increased 
supply of lower-sulfur gasoline from Mexican 
refineries.21

While the swap is a welcome step, the bIS has 
also rejected potential exchanges22 with countries in 
Asia and europe, demonstrating the arbitrariness of 
the federal government’s role in determining where 
producers may send their oil.23 the mutually bene-
ficial exchanges enjoyed between Mexican and U.S. 
producers should be available to everyone, not just 
to those the government determines to be worthy.

When it comes to natural gas exports, no ban 
on exporting liquefied natural gas (LNG) exists but 
the federal government does have an unnecessar-
ily obtrusive role. to export natural gas, a company 
must liquefy the gas at a liquefaction plant at –162 
degrees celsius. the LNG is then shipped from an 
export terminal and delivered to a re-gasification 
import terminal to be stored or distributed by pipe-
line at the recipient location. In order to export LNG, 
companies must obtain approval from both the Fed-
eral energy regulatory commission (Ferc) and the 
Department of energy (DOe). A facility is automati-
cally authorized if the recipient country has a free 
trade agreement (FtA) with the U.S. In the absence 
of such an agreement, the DOe can deny a permit if 
it deems the volume of natural gas exports not to be 
in the public’s interest. the decision to export natu-

ral gas should be a business decision, not a political 
one. the U.S. trades regularly with a number of non-
FtA countries.

the United States is also an important supplier of 
coal to the world, exporting more than 27.5 million 
short tons in 2014.24 the top importers of U.S. coal 
are spread across the globe—the Netherlands, the 
United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, turkey, India, bra-
zil, canada, Mexico, Japan, and South Korea.25 coal 
export terminals should undergo the proper envi-
ronmental review and permitting process; however, 
opponents to U.S. coal production want the Army 
corps of engineers to consider a cumulative, pro-
grammatic environmental impact statement (eIS). 
this comprehensive review would assess the environ-
mental effects and greenhouse gas emissions not only 
from the actual terminal, but also from the mining, 
rail transportation, and end use of the coal. Adding 
these extra layers of regulatory review would create 
more fodder for groups who want the coal to stay in 
the ground, setting a dangerous precedent for exports 
of goods and services that environmental activists 
feel have too large an environmental footprint.

The Economic and Geopolitical Benefits 
of Energy Free Trade

Free trade is a fundamental component of eco-
nomic growth by providing consumers with more 
choices, better products, and lower cost. the abil-
ity to buy foreign products that other countries pro-
duce more efficiently frees up American labor and 
capital to be more productive in other areas, grow-
ing the economic pie and increasing prosperity for 
all. Opening markets for both import and export fos-
ters innovation as companies face more competition 
and face challenges to retain or expand their market 
share. the result is innovative ideas, higher-quality 

21. U.S Energy Information Administration, “Crude Oil Swaps with Mexico Could Provide Economic and Environmental Benefits,” September 10, 
2015, http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=22872 (accessed September 10, 2015).

22. The BIS defines crude oil exchanges and crude oil swaps differently. The BIS will allow an exchange if it results in (1) greater quantities and 
higher quality of imported crude, or if the imported petroleum products are equal to or greater than the products that would have been refined 
in the U.S.; (2) if economic and technological reasons prevent the crude from being used in the U.S.; or (3) when the exchange terminates if 
U.S. petroleum supplies are interrupted or threatened. A swap, on the other hand, occurs with an “adjacent foreign state” and has less defined 
criteria. See 15 CFR 754.2(b)(2).

23. Timothy Gardner, “U.S. Approves Landmark Crude Oil Export Swaps with Mexico,” Reuters, August 14, 2015,  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/08/14/us-usa-oil-exports-exclusive-idUSKCN0QJ1RI20150814 (accessed September 30, 2015).

24. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Coal Quarterly Report (Abbreviated),” January–March 2015, Table 7. U.S. Coal Exports,  
http://www.eia.gov/coal/production/quarterly/pdf/t7p01p1.pdf (accessed October 1, 2015).

25. Ibid.

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/08/14/us-usa-oil-exports-exclusive-idUSKCN0QJ1RI20150814
http://www.eia.gov/coal/production/quarterly/pdf/t7p01p1.pdf
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products at competitive prices, and an improved stan-
dard of living. the trading of goods and services freely 
around the world is largely responsible for lifting hun-
dreds of millions of people out of poverty. companies 
in foreign countries that specialize in making a prod-
uct at a lower cost create opportunities for Americans 
to import it and thus pay less for it. Further, when 
markets are open to imports and exports, opportu-
nities grow, thereby increasing potential for more 
wealth, investment, and jobs. the increased profitable 
exchange of goods and services greatly benefits busi-
nesses and consumers alike.

As is the case for many other countries around 
the world, the United States benefits from free trade 
because of private property rights. When individu-
als produce something, it is their property and, so 
long as there is no threat to national security and 
there is no violation of the rule of law, they should 
be able to do what they like with their own prop-
erty. Individuals, in large part, have owned and had 
the ability to produce America’s natural resources—
which is a primary reason why the U.S. is a global 
energy leader.26 Individuals extract and sell the 
energy sources, and the market should determine 
where it goes.

Americans stand to benefit from a more effi-
cient global oil market through lower prices and 
an increase in economic activity. two studies, one 
from resources for the Future (rFF) and a second 
by IcF International commissioned by the Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute (API), found that lifting the 
crude export ban would lower gasoline prices. the 
rFF projects that market efficiencies would reduce 
gas prices from 3 cents to 7 cents per gallon, while 
the API study estimates that American consumers 
would save up to 2.3 cents per gallon on gas, heating 

oil, and diesel fuels.27 the Government Accountabil-
ity Office (GAO) reviewed four economic studies on 
lifting restrictions on crude oil exports and found 
that gas prices could decrease anywhere from 1.3 
cents to 13 cents per gallon.28 the energy Informa-
tion Administration conducted its own study, con-
cluding that “[p]etroleum product prices in the Unit-
ed States, including gasoline prices, would be either 
unchanged or slightly reduced by the removal of cur-
rent restrictions on crude oil exports.”29

Although the price impact at the pump may seem 
marginal, the direction is clear: Prices will fall, and, 
not only do the savings add up over time, so do the 
widely expanded economic benefits. the IcF study 
concludes that opening the U.S. market to crude 
exports will save American consumers an estimated 
$5.8 billion over a 20-year period, increase America’s 
gross domestic product by over $38 billion, and add 
more than 300,000 jobs by 2020.

exporting LNG would benefit the American econ-
omy tremendously by expanding market opportuni-
ties. If the disparity between domestic and foreign 
prices of natural gas is large enough, opportunities 
for American companies to export LNG should prove 
to be plentiful even with the costs of transport tank-
ers and liquefaction plants and the competition from 
other exporting countries. NerA consulting, which 
conducted an economic analysis of LNG exports for 
the energy Department in 2012, reiterated its posi-
tive economic findings in an updated study. the ben-
efits would include tens of billions of dollars in export 
revenue, tens of billions of dollars in increased gross 
domestic product (GDP), and tens of thousands of 
new jobs.30 Notably, the study found that the high-
er the volume of exports, the greater the economic 
benefits would be.

26. Resources do exist on federally owned land, but the private sector leases that land, and pays for the right to own and sell the resources.

27. ICF International, “The Impacts of U.S. Crude Oil Exports on Domestic Crude Production, GDP, Employment, Trade, and Consumer Costs,” 
and Stephen P. A. Brown, Charles Mason, Alan Krupnick, and Jan Mares, “Crude Behavior: How Lifting the Export Ban Reduces Gasoline 
Prices in the United States,” Resources for the Future Issue Brief, February 2014, http://www.rff.org/RFF/Documents/RFF-IB-14-03-REV.pdf 
(September 10, 2015).

28. Frank Rusco, “Crude Oil Export Restrictions: Studies Suggest Allowing Exports Could Reduce Consumer Fuel Prices,” testimony before the 
Committee on Agriculture, U.S. House of Representatives, U.S. Government Accountability Office, July 8, 2015,  
http://www.gao.gov/assets/680/671235.pdf (accessed October 1, 2015).

29. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Petroleum & Other Liquids: Effects of Removing Restrictions on U.S. Crude Oil Exports,” September 1, 
2015, http://www.eia.gov/analysis/requests/crude-exports/ (accessed September 10, 2015).

30. Nera Economic Consulting, “Updated Macroeconomic Impacts of LNG Exports from the United States,” March 14, 2014,  
http://www.nera.com/content/dam/nera/publications/archive2/PUB_LNG_Update_0214_FINAL.pdf (accessed September 28, 2015).

http://www.gao.gov/assets/680/671235.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/analysis/requests/crude-exports/
http://www.nera.com/content/dam/nera/publications/archive2/pub_lng_update_0214_final.pdf
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removing restrictions on energy exports would 
improve national security and geopolitical conditions 
around the world by reducing any one nation’s abili-
ty to manipulate energy supplies for political or eco-
nomic influence. the 2014 crisis in crimea revolving 
around russia’s invasion of Ukraine demonstrates 
how liberalizing global energy markets could be an 
effective geopolitical tool. Much of russia’s power in 
the region derives from its control of energy supplies 
and distribution systems. Although the Organization 
of Petroleum exporting countries’ (OPec) influence 
on the global market is often overblown,31 opening 
markets would provide a diversity of suppliers and 
greater energy supplies for the global oil market.

Moreover, additional supplies in an open market 
can significantly reduce the leverage of those coun-
tries or organizations that want to choke off supplies 
in a restricted market. If a glut of oil or any other nat-
ural resource is available on the open market from a 
variety of suppliers, the ability to cut off supplies and 
manipulate prices for political gain is greatly dimin-
ished. the incentive to lower costs and provide sup-
plies at competitive prices, however, is enhanced.

The Geopolitical Repercussions of U.S. 
Energy Exports by Region

Europe. Freely exporting energy resources with 
europe will diversify the energy supply and strength-
en U.S. relationships with North Atlantic treaty 
Organization (NAtO) allies. the U.S. is committed 
by the 1949 North Atlantic treaty to defend the 26 
european members of NAtO—energy security is a 
key component. If the U.S. pursues policies rooted in 
economic freedom, increasing domestic energy pro-
duction and lifting government-imposed restrictions 
on energy exports would help both the U.S. economy 
and europe.

Much of russia’s power in europe is the result of 
its control of energy supplies and distribution sys-
tems. Diminishing russia’s economic leverage in 
the region should be a key component of America’s 
commitment to transatlantic security. this could 

be accomplished to a large extent simply by liberal-
izing global energy markets. the U.S. has antiquated 
and unnecessary limitations on exporting LNG and 
crude oil, and congress should make lifting these 
restrictions a priority.

More than half of europe’s energy resources 
come from countries outside the european Union 
(eU), and this proportion has been generally ris-
ing over the past decade. Many european countries 
could be doing more do produce energy within their 
borders; however, anti-market policies generally 
prevent resource development. Government own-
ership of mineral resources, bans on hydraulic frac-
turing, and heavily subsidized renewable energy 
sources have increased costs for europeans, both 
as taxpayers and energy consumers. Furthermore, 
Germany’s phaseout of nuclear power drove elec-
tricity rates higher and created energy poverty in 
parts of the country.32

the potential for U.S. exports to europe is great. 
currently, the eU imports more than 90 percent of 
its crude oil and approximately two-thirds of its nat-
ural gas needs.33 together, this amounts to a total 
import bill of more than $1.2 billion per day. to satisfy 
the eU’s energy demands, russia has become one of 
europe’s main suppliers—especially for natural gas. 
From a geopolitical and security standpoint, europe-
an dependence on russian energy comes with risks 
for europe and the U.S. concerns about the security 
of supply from russia have been further heightened 
by the war in Ukraine and russia’s aggressive behav-
ior in the baltic region and in the South caucasus.

russia has used oil and gas as a strategic weapon 
in the past. russia cut off gas supplies to Ukraine in 
2006, from 2008 to 2009, and in 2014, and threatened 
to do so again in early 2015. Ukraine is an important 
transit country for russian gas, and the 2009 gas dis-
pute between russia and Ukraine left many europe-
an countries with severe shortages. While this event 
served as a much-needed wakeup call for europe, 
little has been done in practice to reduce this depen-
dence on russia.

31. Nicolas D. Loris, “Why Congress Should Pull the Plug on the Strategic Petroleum Reserve,” Heritage Foundation Backgrounder No. 3046, 
August 20, 2015, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2015/08/why-congress-should-pull-the-plug-on-the-strategic-petroleum-
reserve.

32. “Germany’s Energy Poverty: How Electricity Became a Luxury Good,” Spiegel Online International, September 4, 2013, http://www.spiegel.de/
international/germany/high-costs-and-errors-of-german-transition-to-renewable-energy-a-920288.html (accessed October 1, 2015).

33. “Energy Security Strategy,” The European Commission, May 2014,  
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy/energy-security-strategy (accessed August 27, 2015).

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy/energy-security-strategy
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As europe looks for energy alternatives to russian 
energy resources, it should be cautious about what 
kind of role Iran might play if the Iranian nuclear 
agreement reached in July 2015 comes into force. Iran 
has identified nearly 50 new oil and natural gas proj-
ects worth $185 billion once international sanctions 
are lifted. At least some of these projects will send Ira-
nian oil and natural gas into europe via the network of 
pipelines in the South caucasus and turkey.

the Iranian minister of information and commu-
nications technology, Mahmoud Vaezi, has publicly 
said that he hopes tehran might soon export energy 
to europe.34 Some in europe will be keen to import 
Iranian oil and gas and might even see Iran as a 
credible alternative to russia. Nothing in the past 
35 years has shown that Iran can be a trusted part-
ner. europe should avoid the temptation to import 

Iranian oil and gas absent any further liberaliza-
tion of supply diversity or as a substitute for depen-
dence on russia, because any degree of dependence 
on tehran will further weaken europe’s energy 
security. Access to American energy supplies would 
provide more energy choices and increased region-
al diversity.

Moreover, the U.S. should not back an energy 
chapter in the transatlantic trade and Investment 
Partnership (ttIP). the treaty is likely a vehicle for 
the promotion of increased government promotion 
of politically preferred green energy policies. the 
United States does not need a treaty to achieve free 
trade of energy resources with other countries. the 
United States and european governments should 
adopt the appropriate free-market energy policies to 
establish supply diversity and reduce dependence on 
russian energy.

Controlling the Flow. Moscow has long sought 
to control the flow of oil and gas to europe and has 
never liked pipelines transporting oil and gas to 
europe that bypass russian territory. the Kremlin’s 
mentality is: If europe is not buying oil and gas from 
russia, it should not be buying it from anywhere else, 
either. to this end, where europe is able to import 
from other sources, russia has shown it can easily 
pose an indirect threat to supply. Some of these indi-
rect threats posed by russia to europe’s energy sup-
ply in recent years have included:

 n russia’s reluctance to agree to the delineation of 
the caspian Sea, which has resulted in the con-
tinuous blocking of the construction of a trans-
caspian natural gas pipeline. Were such a pipe-
line ever realized, it would allow turkmenistan to 
export gas to europe, providing a major alterna-
tive to russian gas.

 n In July 2015, russia moved the administrative 
boundary fence dividing the russian-occupied 
region of South Ossetia and the rest of Georgia—
thereby placing more Georgian territory under 
russian control. the new fence also places a 
1-mile segment of the bP-operated baku-Supsa 
pipeline inside russian-occupied territory.35

34. Temkin Jafarov, “Iran Ready to Export Gas to Europe via Azerbaijan, Says Minister,” Trend News Agency, August 21, 2015,  
http://en.trend.az/business/energy/2425924.html (accessed August 27, 2015).

35. “Russian Troops Demarcate Part of Georgian Oil Pipeline,” RFE/RL’s Georgian Service, July 14, 2015,  
http://www.rferl.org/content/russian-troops-demarcate-georgian-oil-pipeline/27126985.html (accessed August 27, 2015).
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 n russia continues to arm both Armenia and Azer-
baijan in the ongoing Nagorno–Karabakh conflict 
in the South caucasus. the baku–tbilisi–ceyhan 
pipeline and the South caucasus Pipeline, carry-
ing oil and gas, respectively, from the caspian to 
the Mediterranean, pass within miles of the cur-
rent cease-fire line.

The Baltic Example. A good example of the energy 
problems faced by europe is found in the baltic region. 
the baltic States (estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) 
are heavily dependent on russia for energy. In 2014, 
estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania imported 100 per-
cent of their natural gas from russia.36 the russian 
state-owned gas company Gazprom was once the sole 
provider of natural gas to the baltic states, and they 
paid some of the highest prices for gas in europe. For 
instance, in 2014 Lithuania paid 36 percent more for 
russian natural gas than Germany paid.37

the baltics are aggressively seeking ways to end 
Gazprom’s monopoly on their gas supply. One signifi-
cant development in the baltic region is Lithuania’s 
10-year lease of an offshore LNG vessel that accepts 
LNG imports. It is docked year-round in the port of 
Klaipeda.38 If it were to ever reach full capacity, the 
terminal could supply 80 percent of the natural gas 
needs of all the baltic states.39 the implementation 
of the import terminal was not the most competitive 
and cost-effective, as state-owned companies large-
ly drove the project to completion and taxed Lithu-
anian citizens in order to pay for it.40 Nevertheless, 
the desire to diversify is strong in the baltic states. 
Moving forward, empowering private companies to 
diversify, provide choice, and build economically via-

ble infrastructures will best meet baltic states’ ener-
gy needs at competitive prices.

In February 2015, a Lithuanian natural gas import 
company signed a memorandum of understanding 
with an American company, Delfin LNG LLc, which 
is building a liquefaction and export facility in Loui-
siana.41 However, export of American LNG has not 
yet received regulatory approval, and the new Amer-
ican LNG export terminal is not expected to start 
construction until 2019.42 While the time frame to 
permit and build the facility is a multi-year process, 
Delfin’s application represents the problem with the 
DOe’s involvement in trading natural gas to non-FtA 
countries. Delfin filed its application for Long-term 
Multi-contract Authority to export LNG to Non-
Free trade Agreement countries in November 2013 
and those contracts are still under DOe review.43 the 
DOe’s review is a completely meaningless hurdle but 
prohibits companies from planning and investing if 
their economic viability is dependent on the DOe’s 
determination that the company can export to non-
FtA countries. Still, the signed memorandum indi-
cates a level of interest in U.S. LNG exports.

Attempts at Diversification. Across europe various 
pipeline projects are in the works. companies are 
constructing interconnector systems to make it eas-
ier to move oil and natural gas throughout europe. 
One region that is adding to its oil and gas infrastruc-
ture is the South caucasus—making the region even 
more important for europe’s energy diversity. this 
will especially be the case if a trans-caspian natural 
gas pipeline becomes a reality.

construction started this year on the trans-Ana-
tolian Natural Gas Pipeline (tANAP). the tANAP 

36. David Yanofsky, “The EU Countries that Depend the Most on Gasprom’s Russian Gas,” Quartz, April 22, 2015,  
http://qz.com/388148/the-eu-countries-that-depend-the-most-on-gazproms-russian-gas/ (accessed June 23, 2015).

37. Milda Seputyte, “Lithuania Grabs LNG in Effort to Curb Russian Dominance,” Bloomberg Business, October 27, 2014,  
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-10-27/lithuania-grabs-lng-in-effort-to-curb-russian-dominance (accessed June 23, 2015).

38. Kounteya Sinha, “Lithuania to Now Survive Without Russian Gas,” The Times Of India, October 27, 2014,  
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/uk/Lithuania-to-now-survive-without-Russian-gas/articleshow/44950490.cms  
(accessed June 23, 2015).

39. Ibid.

40. Erik Brattberg and Luka Oreskovic, “European LNG: Political Wish but Economic Pipedream?” Financial Times, June 16, 2015,  
http://blogs.ft.com/beyond-brics/2015/06/16/european-lng-political-wish-but-economic-pipedream/ (accessed October 2, 2015).

41. “Lithuania Moves to Replace Russian Gas with U.S. Supplies,” The Moscow Times, February 27, 2015,  
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/article/516655.html (accessed June 23, 2015).

42. Ibid.

43. U.S. Department of Energy, “Delfin LNG LLC,” October 30, 2014, http://www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/gasregulation/authorizations/2013_
applications/Delfin_LNG_LLC_13-147-LNG.htm (accessed October 1, 2015).
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pipeline will run from Azerbaijan to turkey. It will 
then link up with the trans-Adriatic Pipeline (tAP). 
construction for tAP also started this year and once 
completed will run from the turkish–Greek border 
to Italy via Albania and the Adriatic Sea. both the 
tANAP and tAP are expected to be completed by 
2018 and will link up with the existing South cauca-
sus Pipeline (which connects turkey to the Azerbai-
jani gas fields in the caspian Sea, through Georgia). 
together, all three pipelines will form the so-called 
Southern Gas corridor.

russia will also be competing against these new 
pipelines. russia announced earlier this year that 
its South Stream project is cancelled and will be 
replaced with a so-called turkish Stream pipeline. 
this new pipeline will supposedly bring russian gas 
across the black Sea to turkey to then link up with 
tAP. All of these projects reaffirm turkey’s desire to 
serve as a regional energy hub, but pipelines running 
through turkish territory have been susceptible to 
terrorist attack, especially by the Kurdish PKK.

A Role for the U.S. As europe looks for new sourc-
es of oil and gas it is clear that the U.S. offers the 
most potential. While there are many tools at Amer-
ica’s disposal when dealing with russia and helping 
europeans remain secure, one must not discount 
the impact that free markets and free trade can ulti-
mately have on the situation.

to truly diminish the power that a nation gar-
ners from its control of energy markets and supplies, 
however, the U.S. needs to lead a broad liberaliza-
tion of global energy markets. this means not only 
encouraging private-sector development around the 
world, but also allowing market-driven increases in 
production in the U.S.

by increasing energy supplies to the global mar-
ket and diversifying global supplies, these reforms 
also would diminish the ability of any nation, includ-
ing russia, to use energy as a weapon to impose its 
will in the future.

India. Securing adequate energy supplies for 
its rapidly expanding and modernizing economy is 
a key foreign policy goal of the Indian government. 
India is the third-largest energy consumer in the 

world (behind china and the U.S.), and demand for 
coal, oil, and natural gas is quickly outpacing domes-
tic production. India has been slow to invest in oil 
and gas exploration and will thus remain depen-
dent on foreign energy resources for the foreseeable 
future. Its growing thirst for energy will increasing-
ly impact its international relationships and drive its 
geopolitical goals.

It is estimated that India spends around $330 mil-
lion daily on energy imports, sourcing most of its oil 
and natural gas import requirements from the Mid-
dle east. India has become one of the largest import-
ers of LNG in Asia, purchasing more than 10 million 
tons in 2014, and projected to increase to more than 
24 million tons per year by 2020.44 the uptick in 
India’s LNG imports follows changes in government 
regulations that now allow the use of imported gas 
in power generation and fertilizer production.

India currently buys most of its imported LNG 
from Qatar, but is likely to re-engage in negotiations 
with Iran over a long-term LNG supply deal follow-
ing the U.S. congress’s passage of the nuclear deal 
with Iran. In 2008, India and Iran scrapped an ear-
lier LNG deal in part due to U.S. pressure on India 
to strictly adhere to sanctions policy on Iran. Indian 
officials have asked the Obama Administration to 
remove barriers to U.S. exports.45

India’s internal demand for oil is set to increase 
from 224 metric tons in 2014 to 310 metric tons by 
2030, while its gas requirement is expected to dou-
ble within the same time frame. India imported 
nearly 200 metric tons of oil in 2014 (or nearly 90 
percent of its total oil consumption).

coal is likely to remain India’s primary source of 
energy in the near term, however. coal now makes 
up 44 percent of India’s total energy consumption 
and the most recent Five-Year Plan (2012–2017) 
calls for more than 80 percent of additional electri-
cal capacity to come from coal. India was self-suffi-
cient in coal production 25 years ago, but now relies 
on imports to fulfill about 30 percent of its coal 
needs. Most Indian coal imports come from Indo-
nesia (60 percent), Australia (17 percent), and South 
Africa (14 percent).

44. “India to Double LNG Imports to 24 mtpa by 2020: Moody’s,” Business Standard, May 6, 2015,  
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/india-to-double-lng-imports-to-24-mtpa-by-2020-moody-s-115050601048_1.html 
(accessed October 1, 2015).

45. “India to Talk Sanctions, LNG Imports During Obama Visit–Oil Officials,” Reuters, January 16, 2015,  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/01/16/india-usa-energy-idUSL3N0UV4CZ20150116 (accessed October 1, 2015).

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/india-to-double-lng-imports-to-24-mtpa-by-2020-moody-s-115050601048_1.html
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/01/16/india-usa-energy-idusl3n0uv4cz20150116
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With the recent slowdown in china’s economy, 
in contrast with the relatively positive outlook for 
India’s economic growth over the next few years (its 
GDP is now growing at around 7.5 percent), energy 
exporters russia and Iran will increasingly seek 
to make energy deals in India. India has already 
expressed interest in a gas pipeline proposed 
by russia.

by placing arbitrary and time-delaying restric-
tions on U.S. LNG exports, the U.S. is missing both 
an economic and geopolitically important opportu-
nity to help fulfill India’s growing LNG needs. the 
U.S. has an interest in seeing India prosper and 
expand its economy so that it is increasingly capable 
of contributing to security and stability in the Asia–
Pacific region. Furthermore, supplying LNG to India 
would alleviate New Delhi’s need to turn to Iran and 
russia or other countries whose geostrategic inter-
ests often diverge from those of the U.S.

cooperating with India to secure its energy 
future will help solidify the strategic partner-
ship between Washington and New Delhi and thus 
advance broader U.S. national security goals that 
include ensuring that no single country dominates 
the Asia–Pacific region.

Northeast Asia. the United States has long been 
the one of the world’s top oil producers, usually rank-
ing among the top five. With the fracking revolution, 
however, and other new forms of oil production, the 
United States is now in a position to be an influential 
global energy exporter. While it is unlikely to eclipse 
Saudi Arabia in sheer volume of exports, the ability 
of the United States to meet some of the oil demands 
of key allies in the western Pacific would mark a shift 
in regional security dynamics.

At present, china, Japan, South Korea, and tai-
wan are among the top oil importers in the world.46 
In particular, resource-poor Japan is heavily depen-
dent upon imported energy for both power genera-
tion and transportation. While Japan has sought to 
diversify its energy consumption among oil, natural 

gas, and coal, imported energy represents 95 percent 
of energy consumption. the end of domestic Japa-
nese coal production, as well as the decision to shut 
down Japan’s nuclear power plants in the wake of 
the Fukushima disaster, have only exacerbated this 
dependence.47

For Japan, but also South Korea and taiwan, the 
most important source of imported energy remains 
the Middle east, with over half of all imported oil 
coming from there. this creates a dual set of vulner-
abilities; not only are these states dependent on this 
politically volatile region for energy, but the import 
flow requires that a chain of very large crude carri-
ers (VLcc) transit the Indian Ocean, the Malacca 
Strait, and the South china Sea (and the east china 
Sea in the cases of Korea and Japan) to sustain 
their economies.

Should the United States allow the export of oil 
and LNG, this would likely adjust some of these vul-
nerabilities. In the first place, and most obviously, 
it would reduce, at least marginally, global depen-
dence upon the Middle east as the physical source of 
oil. this, in turn, would mean that regional instabili-
ty would not necessarily rebound through the global 
system as quickly; right now, the closure of the Strait 
of Hormuz would likely generate an immediate “oil 
shock” that would have enormous global impacts in 
short order, even with record low oil prices.48 the 
most effective response to any oil shock would be 
open markets that provide more supplies from dif-
ferent regions of the world. A larger American share 
of the global oil market would reduce, at least some-
what, the impact of instability in the Middle east.

In addition, a larger American role in the global 
energy markets would allow Japan, South Korea, 
and taiwan to diversify the physical sources of 
their oil, which in turn would reduce the vulner-
ability of those imports. Indeed, Japan has already 
expanded its imports of russian crude oil in 2015, 
with the added benefit of a shorter transit time.49 
It is important to recognize the limited impact 

46. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Frequently Asked Questions: What Countries Are the Top Net Importers of Oil?” last updated June 18, 
2015, http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=709&t=6 (accessed October 1, 2015).

47. Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC), “Japan’s Energy Supply Situation and Basic Policy,”  
http://www.fepc.or.jp/english/energy_electricity/supply_situation/ (accessed October 1, 2015).

48. William W. Beach et al., “The Global Response to a Terror-Generated Energy Crisis,” Heritage Foundation Center for Data Analysis Report No. 
08-11, November 10, 2008, http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/11/the-global-response-to-a-terror-generated-energy-crisis.

49. “Japan’s 2015 Crude Imports from Russia May Hit Record High,” Reuters, March 11, 2015,  
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/11/russia-crude-japan-idUSL4N0W82XD20150311 (accessed October 1, 2015).

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2008/11/the-global-response-to-a-terror-generated-energy-crisis
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/03/11/russia-crude-japan-idUSL4N0W82XD20150311(accessed
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that such diversification is likely to have, however, 
since Japan alone imports at least 4.6 million bar-
rels of oil per day.50 Over one-third, or some 1.2 mil-
lion bpd, comes from Saudi Arabia.51 consequently, 
American oil exports are unlikely to wholly sup-
plant Middle east suppliers. Nonetheless, a greater 
American supply would likely ease Japanese depen-
dence on the Gulf region.

this, in turn, would reduce some of the vulner-
ability of east Asia’s sea lanes of communications 
(SLOcs). As in World War II, Japan is wholly reli-
ant on the free movement of shipping on the world’s 
sea lanes for its economic and national survival, a 
situation that is duplicated for South Korea and 
taiwan. the current fuel SLOcs for these players 
must pass along the east Asian littoral, which is 
dominated by china. Diversifying its fuel SLOcs 
would reduce their vulnerability to the People’s Lib-
eration Army Navy (PLAN), whose capabilities are 
steadily improving.

Moreover, by moving them from a largely north-
south orientation to incorporate an east-west com-
ponent would also complicate PLAN targeting, since 
it would require it to range farther afield into the 
central Pacific, rather than compelling the U.S. Navy 
to operate closer to the chinese coast. this would 
remove American forces from the pressures of con-
fronting china’s anti-access/area denial capabilities, 
such as the recently unveiled DF-21D “carrier killer” 
anti-ship ballistic missile. Instead, it would require 
chinese surface, subsurface, and air platforms to 
venture into the central Pacific or close to Japan and 
South Korea in order to blockade those nations, in 
the event of conflict.

Latin America. traditionally, the U.S. oil sec-
tor has been heavily reliant on the Latin America/
caribbean region. the U.S. is still a net importer of 
crude oil and petroleum products although that fig-
ure has dropped to only 27 percent in 2014, the low-

est amount of net imports since 1985.52 More than 
half of U.S. imports come from the Western Hemi-
sphere.53 the largest suppliers of Western Hemi-
sphere imports are canada (28 percent); Mexico (10 
percent); and Venezuela (9 percent). In comparison, 
Persian Gulf countries bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab emirates supply 
29 percent.

the removal of restrictions on crude oil exports 
directly benefits U.S. national security and strate-
gic objectives in the region. First, it would reduce 
the liability on the U.S. and regional partners posed 
by Venezuela. Initiated by the late Hugo chavez, 
the country’s 21st-century socialist movement has 
altered the once U.S.-friendly region. Utilizing its 
vast oil wealth, Venezuela funded various initiatives 
to expand the cadre of nations adopting their anti-
American authoritarianism. Various schemes, such 
as oil shipments to the cuban government and fund-
ing leftist candidates throughout the region, have 
undermined the United States. Of all the programs, 
the Petrocaribe initiative has bought Venezuela the 
most influence. ten countries are part of the pro-
gram in which Venezuela sells oil at preferential 
rates and loan terms. For countries such as “Jamai-
ca, Guyana, Nicaragua and Haiti, the value of prefer-
ential Venezuelan financing for oil imports is more 
than 10% of government revenue and equivalent to 
around 4% of GDP.”54 Petrocaribe member states are 
facing an uncertain future. earlier this year, Vene-
zuela was forced to cut nearly half of its subsidized 
shipments of crude oil to Petrocaribe.55 Should Ven-
ezuela make further cuts, countries that are closer 
to the U.S. are increasingly vulnerable.

there is also the possibility for increased hostil-
ity against the U.S. and regional allies. the plum-
meting price of oil combined with socialist econom-
ic policies has destroyed the Venezuelan economy 
and the ruling party’s base of support. the Interna-

50. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Frequently Asked Questions: What Countries Are the Top Net Importers of Oil?”

51. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Japan Is the Second Largest Net Importer of Fossil Fuels in the World,” Today in Energy,  
November 7, 2013, http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=13711 (accessed October 1, 2015).

52. Energy Information Administration, “Frequently Asked Questions: How Much Petroleum Does the United States Import and From Where?” 
last updated September 14, 2015, http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=727&t=6 (accessed October 1, 2015).

53. Energy Information Administration, “How Dependent Are We on Foreign Oil?” Energy in Brief, May 10, 2013.

54. “Single Point of Failure,” The Economist, October 4, 2014, http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21621845-venezuelas-financing-
programme-leaves-many-caribbean-countries-vulnerable-single-point (accessed September 22, 2015).

55. John Otis, “Venezuela’s Allies Break Oil Habit,” The Wall Street Journal, May 1, 2015,  
http://www.wsj.com/articles/venezuelas-allies-break-oil-habit-1430536886 (accessed September 22, 2015).
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tional Monetary Fund holds that Venezuela’s bud-
getary expenditures need the global price of oil to 
hold at $117.50 per barrel. currently, it is less than 
$50 and not projected to increase.56 the annual 
inflation in Venezuela is hovering near 200 percent, 
scarcity is dire, and government approval ratings 
are low.57 the Venezuelan government has long 
deflected attention from its economic situation. In 
the past few weeks, it has escalated tensions with 
colombia on the shared border. Venezuelan fighter 
jets have begun to patrol the area and have even 
crossed into colombian airspace unauthorized. 
the possibility for increased Venezuelan aggres-
sion is tempered by the country’s commercial 
dependence on the U.S. the U.S. is the fourth-larg-
est recipient of Venezuelan crude oil and contains 
the closest refineries for its heavy crude oil.

Lifting of the oil export ban would have a posi-
tive impact on the U.S. and on Mexico’s energy sec-
tors and boost their overall economies. Mexico is 
the third-largest crude oil supplier to the U.S. and 
a top trade and investment partner of the U.S. Posi-
tive movement is already being seen in this area. 
In August of this year, the Department of com-
merce approved the licensing for export oil swaps. 
this comes after Mexico petitioned the U.S. for 
swaps of Mexico’s heavy crude in exchange for the 
U.S.’s high-quality light oil. the two countries can 
swap up to 100,000 bpd, currently 1 percent of U.S. 
output.58

While this shift is a positive development for both 
Mexico and the U.S., a total lifting of the ban is need-
ed to reap the full benefits. currently, 52 percent of 
the oil that Mexico extracts is heavy crude, and Mex-
ican refineries are running at 60 percent capacity, 
meaning that there is a substantial market share on 
which the U.S. is missing out.59 American producers 
should have the opportunity to fill that void should it 
be economically viable.

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA). 
Lifting the ban on U.S. oil exports would have little 
immediate impact on the Middle east, given the 
huge amount of oil produced there relative to the 
small amount the U.S. is likely to export. In 2014, 
Middle eastern countries produced an average of 
27.8 million barrels of oil per day, about 30 percent 
of total global oil production of 93 million bpd. U.S. 
oil exports would likely flow primarily to east Asia 
and Western europe, which are major oil-importing 
regions, rather than to the Middle east, which is the 
world’s leading oil-exporting region.

Nevertheless, lifting the oil export ban could 
yield important benefits by putting downward pres-
sure on world oil prices, increasing the flexibility and 
efficiency of the world oil market and improving the 
ability of oil-importing states to adjust to oil-sup-
ply disruptions. to the degree that U.S. oil exports 
help lower world oil prices, Middle east oil export-
ers would be hurt less than most other oil export-
ers because of their relatively low production costs. 
However, low-cost producers, such as Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, and the United Arab emirates, would have 
a competitive advantage over Iran, which would be 
handicapped by its reliance on older, more mature 
oilfields that are suffering from declining yields due 
to poor maintenance, lack of access to modern tech-
nology, lack of investment, and the lingering effects 
of international sanctions.

Iran, traditionally a price hawk within OPec 
because of its relatively large population and oil 
revenue needs, has repeatedly called for oil pro-
duction cuts to prop up prices, but Saudi Arabia 
has opted to maintain high production rates to 
retain its global market share. Iran was projected 
to require oil prices of $140 per barrel to balance 
its budget in late 2014, compared to Saudi Arabia, 
which needed an oil price of about $80 per barrel to 
balance its budget.

56. Thomson Reuters, “US Oil Settles Up $2, or 4.48%, at $46.68 a Barrel,” Reuters, September 21, 2015,  
http://www.cnbc.com/2015/09/20/oil-prices-edge-up-as-us-drilling-declines.html (accessed September 22, 2015).

57. “Director of Datanalisis Reveals That Popularity of Mature Drops to 22%,” El Universal, January 2, 2015,  
http://www.eluniversal.com/nacional-y-politica/150102/director-de-datanalisis-revela-que-popularidad-de-maduro-cae-a-22  
(accessed September 22, 2015).

58. Timothy Gardner, “U.S. Approves Landmark Crude Oil Export Swaps with Mexico,” Reuters, August 14, 2015,  
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riyadh can rely on its huge oil reserves, about 
$700 billion in foreign exchange reserves, and low 
production costs to wear down and squeeze out other 
oil producers as prices fall. the Saudis also have off-
set the loss of about 1.9 million bpd from disruptions 
caused by conflicts in Iraq, Libya, Syria, and Yemen. 
the Saudi oil production strategy is not only aimed 
at maintaining its prime market share at the expense 
of Iran and other rival oil exporters, but ultimately 
at undermining the competitiveness of U.S. shale oil 
producers, who have much higher production costs.

U.S. oil exports also could help balance the world 
oil market in the event of future oil disruptions. U.S. 
oil exports to Israel, in particular, could enhance 
Israel’s energy security by diversifying its sources of 
oil imports at a time when it faces growing hostility 
from proliferating Islamist forces in the region. Isra-
el currently imports oil from russia, Azerbaijan, the 
Kurdistan regional Government in northern Iraq, 
and Kazakhstan, among other sources, but some of 
these imports are threatened by terrorist attacks 
against pipelines in turkey and Iraq.

Recommendations for Congress
With enormous oil and natural gas reserves, the 

U.S. is positioned to remain a global energy power 
well into the future if congress adopts free-market 
policies that open domestic and international mar-
kets and reduce regulations that choke off resource 
development. to that end, congress should:

 n Lift the ban on crude oil exports. While U.S. 
crude oil exports have increased, they are still 
significantly limited. the Department of com-
merce should change the definition of allowable 
exports, and the President should determine 
that exports are in the national interest. those 
solutions, however, still place the decision at the 
hands of the government, not the market. Ulti-
mately, congress should end the ban.

 n Lift restrictions on LNG-recipient countries. 
the distinction that exports to FtA countries 
are in the “public interest” while others are not is 
on the whole an arbitrary one. there are numer-

ous non-FtA nations with which the U.S. trades 
regularly. Natural gas should be no different 
and should be treated as any other good traded 
around the world.

 n Remove all decision rights from the Depart-
ment of Energy and prohibit any federal 
agency from determining natural gas exports 
based on public interest. It should not be up to 
the Department of energy, Ferc, or any federal 
agency, to determine which amount of natural gas 
exports is in the public interest. energy produc-
ers should be able to capture economic opportu-
nities from LNG-recipient nations if they believe 
it is in their interest. If the Department of energy 
was sincere in its role to protect the public inter-
est, it would have accepted its own analysis that 
exporting as much LNG as possible is an overall 
benefit to economic welfare. the Department of 
energy’s authorization requirement is a pointless 
obstacle and should be removed immediately.

 n Empower state regulators to manage the 
environmental review and permitting pro-
cess of the export facility while allowing 
FERC to stay involved. States already have the 
authority to veto LNG terminals. rather than 
take an advisory role to Ferc, states should play 
a dominant role in authorizing the construction 
of the terminal. A state’s environmental review 
and permit approval would satisfy the federal 
permits necessary to build an LNG terminal.60 
the state permit approval would satisfy all other 
necessary approvals required under the National 
environmental Policy Act. A state regulator can 
use Ferc technical or safety expertise as neces-
sary. export applicants would also need to meet 
coast Guard security standards and the require-
ments under the Maritime transportation Secu-
rity Act, as well as the Department of transpor-
tation’s Office of Pipeline Safety requirements.61

 n Prevent threats to coal exports. congress 
should prevent cumulative programmatic envi-
ronmental impact statements for coal exports. 

60. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, “Laws and Regulations: States’ Rights in Authorization of LNG Facilities,” June 28, 2010,  
http://ferc.gov/industries/gas/indus-act/lng/state-rights.asp (accessed February 2, 2013).

61. U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, “Siting LNG Plants,”  
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/LNG_Siting.htm (accessed October 1, 2015).
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Such analyses would adversely affect exports of 
coal and set a dangerous precedent that could be 
used to halt many other major economic activi-
ties that environmental activists perceive as a 
threat to environmental safety.

Open Markets Will Increase Global 
Prosperity and Improve Geopolitics

After a severe global oil supply shock during the 
1970s, the United States imposed an almost blan-
ket ban on the export of crude oil. today, that oil 
ban remains largely intact, in addition to onerous 
export restrictions of liquefied natural gas to coun-
tries with which the U.S. has no bilateral free trade 
agreements—which means that Washington, not the 
marketplace, determines which projects move for-
ward. When the ban on crude exports was imposed 
in the 1970s, the goal of the legislation was to con-
serve domestic oil reserves and discourage foreign 
oil imports after the oil embargo against the U.S. 
that rationale has done little, if anything, to help the 
United States, but a lot to restrict opportunities and 
grow the economy. contrary to conventional wis-
dom, removing the crude export ban would not jeop-
ardize U.S. national security. to the contrary, freely 
trading energy resources and technologies would 
strengthen national security and improve relation-
ships with allies across the globe.


